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ABSTRACT 
 

The paper purpose is heterogeneous one-dimensional linear wave equation physical system. By 
using an embedding method, the problem of finding the time optimal control is reduced to one 
consisting of minimizing a linear form over a set of positive Radon measures. Then we show that 
optimal size can be approximated by a finite combination of atomic sizes. Then, by approximation 
of this size, it is converted to a problem of finite linear programming and by its answer; a piece-
wise control function is built approximately optimal. Numeral examples are also given in the paper. 
KEY WORDS: Wave equation; approximation; radon measure; embedding method; optimal 

control; linear programming. 
 

1- Introduction 
 

Russel, Malanovski and Butkovskiy investigated control systems directed by wave equation. Farahi in 1996 
[2]. Evaluated the boundary optimal control of linear wave equation, Observation, control, and stabilization of the 
control system is studied based on wave equation by LucMiller by escape function in 2003 [7]. In this paper we 
obtain internal optimal control of heterogeneous linear wave equation and by Fourier series and embedded method. 
Suppose a control system directed by linear wave equation and heterogeneous: 
 Ytt(x, t) -훼 Yxx(x, t) + u(x,t) (1) 
 

In this equation (x,t)         Y(x,t) function shows the system changes at condition x and t in (0,S) (0,T). As 
S,T > 0 are fixed real numbers and 훼 is the wave propagation velocity. The initial conditions are as the followings: 
 Y(x,0)=f(x)          Yt(x,0)=h(x)      (2) 
We consider boundary conditions for 푡 ∈ [0, 푇]as the followings: 
 Y(0,t)=0          Yt(S,t)=0     (3) 

Measurable unknown function (x,t)     u(x,t) ∈ 푅 푤ℎ푒푟푒 (푥, 푡) ∈ [0, 푆] × [0, 푇] in(1) is considered as 
system control function. 
Definition The control function u is called admissible if it is a Lebesgue function on [0, 푆] × [0, 푇]and besides 
establishing equations (1),(2) and (3) satisfy in the following conditions: 

a. For each (푥, 푡) ∈ [0, 푆] × [0, 푇]we have:  |푢(푥, 푡)| ≤ 1 
b. The answer of equation(1) corresponded with initial conditions (2) and boundary conditions (3) satisfy in 

the following final conditions : 
Y(x,T)=g1(X)                   Yt(x,T)=g2(x)                (4) 
Where 푔 (푥). 푔 ∈ 퐿 [0, 푆] 
We denote all admissible controls by u. 
Note: condition (a) without reducing the generality of the problem show boundary of u function. 
We aim to obtain admissible optimal control u∈ 푈as for the given function f0 ∈ 퐶(Ω), where Ω = [0, 푆] × [0, 푇] ×
[−1,1], the following function is minimized: 
I(u)=∫ ∫ 푓 (t,x,u(t,x))dxdt                          (5) 
It is possible that the above problem doesn’t have in u or in case an answer is existing, determining it is difficult[8]. 
To remove this problem and the similar problems, as we will see, problem is transformed into a problem of 
minimizing a linear function on set of Radon measures on Ω. 
 
2- Converting the problem to a problem with integral constraint 
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As it is shown in [?], the answer of wave equation (1) considering the initial and  boundary conditions (2) 
and(3) are as the followings: 
Y(x,t)=∑ (∫ 푪풏푸풏

풕
ퟎ

∞
풏 ퟏ (흉) 퐬퐢퐧 푲풏(풕 − 흉) 풅흉 + 푨풏 퐜퐨퐬(푲풏풕) + 푩풏퐬퐢퐧 (푲풏풕))풔풊풏 풏흅풙

푺
                              (6) 

For n=1,2,3,… we have: 
                 An= ퟐ

푺 ∫ 풇(풙)푺
ퟎ 풔풊풏 풏흅풙

푺
풅풙,                    푲풏 = 풏풂풙

푺
, 푪풏 = ퟏ

푲풏
 

 Bn= ퟐ
푲풏푺 ∫ (풙)푺

ퟎ 풔풊풏 풏흅풙
푺

dx,   Qn(풕) = ퟐ
푺 ∫ 풖(풙, 풕)푺

ퟎ 풔풊풏 풏흅풙
푺

풅풙 
By analysis theorems, we have: 
Yt(x,t)=∑ 푲풏(∫ 푪풏푸풏

풕
ퟎ

∞
풏 ퟏ (흉) 퐜퐨퐬 푲풏(풕 − 흉) 풅흉 − 푨풏 퐬퐢퐧(푲풏풕) + 푩풏퐜퐨퐬 (푲풏풕))풔풊풏 풏흅풙

푺
            (7) 

Because푔 (푥). 푔 (푥) ∈ 퐿 [0, 푆], so it is having half range Fourier sine series for each x∈ [0, 푆] as the 
followings [?]: 
Y (x,T)=품ퟏ(풙) ∑ 휶풏

∞
풏 ퟏ 풔풊풏 풏흅풙

푺
        ,               Yt (x,T)=품ퟐ(풙) ∑ 풃풏

∞
풏 ퟏ 풔풊풏 풏흅풙

푺
                                      (8) 

For n=1,2,3,… we have 
휶n= ퟐ

푺 ∫ 품ퟏ(풙)푺
ퟎ 풔풊풏 풏흅풙

푺
풅풙,                    풃n= ퟐ

푺 ∫ 품ퟐ(풙)푺
ퟎ 풔풊풏 풏흅풙

푺
풅풙 

According to equations (6), (7) and (8),the equality of coefficients for n=1,2,3,…is resulted as the followings: 

푪풏

풕

ퟎ
퐬퐢퐧 푲풏(푻 − 풕) 푸풏(풕)풅풕 + 푨풏 퐜퐨퐬  (푲풏푻) + 푩풏퐬퐢퐧 (푲풏푻)) = 휶풏 

푪풏

풕

ퟎ
퐜퐨퐬 푲풏(푻 − 풕) 푸풏(풕)풅풕 − 푨풏 퐬퐢퐧  (푲풏푻) + 푩풏퐜퐨퐬 (푲풏푻)) = 풄풏풃풏 

By multiplying the two sides of equations respectively by Y=sin푲풏푻 + 풄풐풔푲풏푻 , 푿 = 풔풊풏푲풏푻 − 풄풐풔푲풏푻and then, 
simplifying the expressions of the following equations we obtain: 
∫ 푪풏

풕
ퟎ (퐬퐢퐧푲풏푻 + 풄풐풔푲풏푻)푸풏(풕)풅풕 = 푨풏 − 푩풏 + 휶풏푿)) + 풃풏

푲풏
풀      n=1,2,3,… 

By defining 휸풏 = 푨풏 푩풏 + 휶풏푿 + 풃풏
푲풏

풀  and replacing 푸풏(풕) in the above expression for n=1,2,3,…, we have: 

푪풏

풕

ퟎ
(퐬퐢퐧푲풏풕 + 풄풐풔푲풏풕)(

ퟐ
푺 풖(풙, 풕)

푺

ퟎ
풔풊풏

풏흅풙
푺 풅풙 )  풅풕 = 휸풏 

Thus,  
∫ ∫ ퟐ푪풏

푺
(퐬퐢퐧푲풏풕 + 풄풐풔푲풏풕)풔풊풏 풏흅풙

푺
풖(풙, 풕)풅풙풅풕 =  휸풏  

                       
 
As ퟐ푪풏

푺
= ퟐ

풏흅풙
 we define: 

휑  퐭. 퐱. 퐮(퐱, 퐭) =
ퟐ

풏흅풙
(퐬퐢퐧푲풏풕 + 풄풐풔푲풏풕)풔풊풏

풏흅풙
푺

풖(풙, 풕)   
So establishing differential equation with partial derivatives (1) is correspond with the initial, boundary and final 
conditions (2), (3) and (4) by establishing the following equations: 
∫ ∫ 휑  퐭. 퐱. 퐮(퐱, 퐭) 퐝퐱퐝퐭 = 휸풏                          n=1,2,3,...                (9) 
 
3- Transforming the problem to measure space 

It is possible that the above problem doesn’t have any answer, although incase of having any answer, 
achieving it, is not possible. We try to find the optimal answer by expanding the space by transforming the problem 
to an equal problem in a bigger space and by being sure of the existence of the answer and its achievability. At first, 
any admissible control u(x,t) have the following mapping: 
Λ (F):F  ∫ ∫ 퐹 퐭. 퐱. 퐮(퐱, 퐭) 퐝퐱퐝퐭,                F C(Ω) 
That is a positive linear function on C(Ω). By the Riesz’s representation theorem, there is a unique positive regular 
Borel measure 휇 on Ω such that for each F C(Ω), 

∫ ∫ 퐹 퐭. 퐱. 퐮(퐱, 퐭) 퐝퐱퐝퐭 = ∫ 휑  퐭. 퐱. 퐮(퐱, 퐭) 퐝휇 = 
Ω 휇 (F)            (10) 

So functional minimizing of (5) on u by minimizing 
I(휇) = ∫ 푓 퐝휇 − 휇(푓 )퐝휇 ∈ 푅 

Ω                                                 (11) 
On a set of 휇 measures (correspondent with admissible control of u) as these equations satisfy the following 
equations: 
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휇(휑푛) = 훾푛 ,                 n=1,2,3,…                          (12) 
             As transformation of u→ Λ  휇 is one to one [?]. So, the image set of all admissible controls are equal to 
the set of all positive Radon measures satisfying in equation (12). So, there are yet all the previous problems of 
classic problem because they are transferred to a new space by one to one transform and there will be no change on 
its nature. Now to remove this problem, the image sets under the above transformation are expanded and we 
consider non-classic problem: 
            Among all positive Radon measures Q  푀 (Ω), we are searching for the measure of 휇  such that equation 
(12) is established and minimizing of function 휇 →  휇 (f0). It is worth to say that in this case minimizing is done on 
subsets of positive 휇measures that satisfy equations (12), and they are not obtained from Riesz representation 
theorem and these measures µ are required to have certain properties which are abstracted from the definition of 
admissible controls: 

1) These measures should satisfy in equations (12), it means that : 
휇(휑 ) = 훾푛 ,                ∀푛:       n=1,2,3,… 
 

2) Suppose G∈ 퐶 (Ω) is arbitrary, 퐶 (Ω)is the space of all functions that are not dependent on u) in this case 
the existing measures of Q should satisfy in the following equations: 

휇(퐺) = 퐺퐝휇 = 퐺 퐭. 퐱. 퐮(퐱, 퐭) 퐝퐱퐝퐭 = 휶푮

 

Ω
 

Where u is an arbitrary number in [-1,1] and 휶푮is Lebesgue Integral of G(..,..u) on [0, 푆] × [0, 푇] is independent 
from u. 
This property of Q is used in Ghoulia-Houri [3] and proving compactness of Q. 
As it was said Q  푀 (Ω)set is defined as the followings: 
Q=푆 ∩ 푆  
 
Where  

푆 = {휇 ∈ 푀 (Ω):          휇(휑 ) = 훾 ,       푛 = 1,2,3, … } 
푆 = {휇 ∈ 푀 (Ω):          휇(퐺) = 푎 ,       퐺 ∈ 퐶 (Ω)} 

We topologies the space 푀 (Ω)by the weak ∗ −topology  of the following proposition: 
Proposition 1: if We topologies the space 푀 (Ω)by the weak ∗ −topology  , then,  
 

a. Q is compact. 
b. 휇 →  휇 (f0) function mapping Q set to R is continuous. 

Proof: see [8] 
The above proposition shows that 휇  →  휇 (f0) is a linear and continuous function on compact set of Q. So, 

it choose its minimizing in one point of Q[1]. Thus, the following minimizing problem that is generalized from of 
minimizing problem (5) considering equation(9) in positive Radon space measure have the following minimizing 
such as  휇∗on Q. 
Minimize    휇 (f0) 
Subject to     휇(휑 ) = 훾       , n=1,2,3,…                  (13) 

휇(퐺) = 푎 ,       퐺 ∈ 퐶 (Ω) 
Raising the issue of non-classic optimal control in measures space are having many benefits as due to linear 

nature of the measures that are the unknowns of the problem, we are facing with a linear programming problem (of 
infinite type, so we can use easily from known abilities of linearity properties. Also the answer of (3) is a general 
answer; because Q is a generalized set of u. So we have:  

inf
μ∈

 퐼(휇) ≤ inf
μ∈

 퐼(푢) 

The above theorem assures optimal measure of 휇∗ but it should be said that obtaining this minimizing 
measures is not very easy. Because besides the fact that the number of constraints are infinite, the space of problem 
solution Q is also infinite, S, both these factors (constraints and solution space)are being approximated. As by it we 
can identify an answer approximate to the optimal answer. In the next section approximation process is expressed 
and we show how at first 휇∗ optimal measure is obtained by a suitable approximation. Then, by another admissible 
and suitable approximation find an approximate answer to the optimal answer by solving a finite linear 
programming. 
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4-   Approximation of the optimal control by a piecewise- constant control 
As it was said in the previous section, any admissible control and especially admissible piecewise- constant 

control u can be corresponding to one measure of 휇 on 푀 (Ω) ∩ 푆 ∩ 푆 . Let Q1 be the space of all measures as 
휇 , then theorem of (1) of [3] indicates that if 푀 (Ω)is topologized by the weak*-topology then, Q1 is dense in 
푀 (Ω) ∩ 푆 ∩ 푆 . A basis of closed neighborhoods in the weak*-topology is given by sets of the form: 
 U ϵ {µ : |µ(Fn)| ≤ , n = 1, 2, ..., k + 1}, 
where k∈ 푍 , 휖 > 0 and Fn ∈ C(Ω). It is therefore it is  possible to find a measure µu, corresponding to a piecewise 
control u, in any weak*- neighborhood of µ∗. In particular, if we choose 
F1 = f0,     F2 = 휑1    ,F3 = 휑2, ..., Fk+1 = 휑K 
a piecewise constant control uk(…) can be found such that for each 휖 > 0 

푓 퐭. 퐱. 퐮퐤(퐱, 퐭) 퐝퐱퐝퐭 − 휇∗(푓 ) ≤ 휖 

∫ ∫ 휑 퐭. 퐱. 퐮퐤(퐱, 퐭) 퐝퐱퐝퐭 − 훾 ≤ 휖    n=1,2,3,…k 
Therefore, by using the piecewise constant  control uk(…), we can get within 휖 of the minimum 
value 휇∗ (푓 ). Let x [0,S], 푌 (x,T)and  Yk(x,T)are respectively the final sate and its derivative attained by 
replacing uk(…) in equation (6). We can show that if 휖 is chosen small enough, and k large enough, then the distance 
between g1(0)and g2(0)  respectively with L2[0,S], 푌 (x,T) and  Yk(x,T) can be made as small as desired (final 
condition is estimated by using uk with the desired approximation) 
Proposition 2 Given δ > 0, we may choose 휖 > 0 and k such that: 

a. ∫ (푌 (푥, 푇) −g1(x))2 dx ≤ δ, 
 

b. ∫ ( 푌 (푥, 푇) −g2(x))2 dx ≤ δ 

 
Proof. See  [19]. 
 
5- Approximation to the optimal measure 

In this section, we obtain an approximation to the optimal measure µ∗ by the answer to the problem of 
finite linear programming. Consider the minimizing problem (13), this is an infinite-dimensional aspect; because in 
addition that solution space is having infinite dimension, the number of problem equations are infinite. To solve it 
we can use a linear programming problem with finite dimension and obtain the solution as approximated. At first we 
restrict the number of problem (10) constraints. To do this, we choose M1 constraints from S1 set. In S2 set as [8] we 
choose G functions as the followings: 
퐺 (푡, 푥, 푢) = 푡 푥          i,j=0,1,2,… 

These functions in functional space dependent on x,t variables are dense on set of [0, 푆] × [0, 푇] and 
according to Weierstrass approximation theorem, each continuous function in this space can be approximated by 
finite combination of these functions. Thus, second type constraints are approximated as the followings: 
휇퐺 ) = 푎퐺          i,j=0,1,2,… 
It is worth to mention that 푎퐺  is Lebesgue Integral 푡 푥  on[0, 푆] × [0, 푇]. So the solution of linear programming 
problem (13) is approximated by the following solution: 
Minimize    휇 (f0) 
Subject to     휇(휑 ) = 훾       , n=1,2,3,…  ,M1                (14) 

휇 퐺 = 푎          ,       푖 = 0,1, … 푚 − 1 
                                   푗 = 0,1, … 푚 − 1 
                                 푚 푚 =푀  

As we see at the end of this stage of approximation, the problem dimension is still infinite. As the second 
stage, solution of problem(14) is approximated with the solution of problem with finite dimension (linear 
programming). The rational number µ∗ in the above set at which the function µ → µ(f0) attains its minimum has the 
following form [8]: 
µ∗ = ∑ 푎∗ 훿(푧∗) 
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With 푧∗ ∈ Ω and 푎∗ ≥ 0, (l=1,2,··· ,M1 + M2). Here δ  is atomic measure. Using this form of representation 
in expressing problem (14) based on atomic measure property cause that unknowns of the problem are changed from 
positive Radon measures to another two types of unknowns. They are including coefficients {푎∗} and 
{푍∗} supports. Robio in [8] expresses that optimal measure can be approximated by the following measure: 
푣∗ = ∑ 푎∗ 훿(푧 ) 

Where,푎∗ ≥ 0 are unknown coefficients and 푧 are values of count and dense such as W of Ω. We see that  
푍 are triples with the form of (푡 , 푥 , 푢 ) in which 푍∗ is approximated by them. So, linear programming problem (14) 
is changed into form: 
 
Minimize    ∑ 푎  f0(zl) 
Subject to    ∑ 푎 푛(z1)=훾n      , n=1,2,3,…  ,M1                (15) 
∑ 푎 퐺 (z1)= 푎          ,       푖 = 0,1, … 푚  
                                   푗 = 0,1, … 푚  
                                 푚 푚 =푀  
      푎   ≥ 0                          푗 = 1,2, … 푁 

It is observed that most of linear programming problems as the above form don’t have possible answers and 
this is due to choosing 퐺  functions as 푡 , 푥 . ([8] pages 53-54). This problem can be removed such as [8]and [2] by 
especial selections. Suppose intervals [0,S], [0,T] are divided equally into m1 and m2  such that  
푀 푚 푚 . We choose: 
퐼 ( ), )× ( ), )       , ,… , , ,… ��  

Assumpting  z=(t,x,u)∈ 푊we define: 

푓 (z)=
1,           푧 ∈ 퐼
0,           푧 ∉ 퐼

� 

So the right side of second type constraints for this kind of selection from functions for each  
푖 = 1,2, … 푚 , 푗 = 1,2, … 푚  are as the followings: 

푎 =푎 = ∫ ∫ 푓 (풛)풅풙풅풕 = ∫ ∫ 풅풙풅풕 =( )( )  

Consider that 푓  functions are not continuous but we consider the followings: 
1) Each of 푓  functions , (푗 = 1,2, … |푚 ,      푖 = 1,2, … 푚 )are limit following the positive and continuous 

functions of 푓 , so, if 휇 is a positive Radon measure on 푀 (Ω)we have: 
     ([9] 휇(푓 )=lim →∞ 휇 푓 ) 
2) a set of these functions are considered for all positive and integer numbers 푚 , 푚 , the desired linear 
combinations of these functions can approximate any function as 퐺  ([9]). 
By choosing these functions of the second type of the constraints, linear programming problem (15) is as the 
following form: 
Minimize    ∑ 푎  f0(zl) 
Subject to    ∑ 푎 휑푛(z1)=훾n      , n=1,2,3,…  ,M1                (16) 
∑ 푎 퐺 (z1)= 푎          ,       푖 = 0,1, … 푚  
                                   푗 = 0,1, … 푚  
                                 푚 푚 =푀  
                                                                    푎  ≥ 0                          푗 = 1,2, … 푁 

 
Now by using answers of {푎∗, 푎∗, … , 푎∗} obtained from solving problem (16), we can approximate optimal 

control by the given measure in(15) by piecewise constant control like the given algorithm in [8]. In the next section 
we investigate the efficiency of the above method by giving an example. 
Example: Consider a thing wire with the length of 휋. This wire is constant in boundary points. Suppose at t=0 its 
condition is sinus and its velocity is zero. It is aimed to obtain the force being given from outside on wired as at 
time휋, make the condition and its velocity zero and the least energy is also consumed.  
Suppose at point x and time t forces u(x,t) are enforced on the wire, as we know, wires vibrations are as a wave. By 
adding the forces on the wire, the following equation is obtained [?]: 
푌 (x,t)- 푌 (x,t)=u(x,t) 
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The above problem is considered as an optimal control problem. Considering the assumptions of this 
problem, 푔 (x)= 푔 (x)=0 and 푌(0,t)= 푌(휋,t)=0, h(x)=0, f(x)=sin(x) and the target function is ∫ ∫ 푢 (풙, 풕)풅풙풅풕 
(푓 = 푢 ). To solve at first intervals[ –1,1],[0,S],[0,T] are respectively divided equally into 
푀 =9, 푀 =9, 푀 =11then, from each part of the interval we choose a point. By choosing 푀 푚 푚 =81, 푀 2, 
linear programming problem with 83 constraints and 891 variables are obtained as: 
Minimize    ∑ 푢 

 푎   
Subject to   ∑ ( )푠푖푛푥푙(푠푖푛푡 + 푐표푠푡 ) 푎      푎 = 1                
∑ ( )푠푖푛2푥 (푠푖푛2푡 + 푐표푠2푡 ) 푢       푎 = 0                                                   

푎  + 푎 + ⋯ + 푎  =
휋
18 

푎 + 푎 + ⋯ + 푎 =
휋
18 

… 

푎  + 푎 + ⋯ + 푎 =
휋
18

 
      푎   ≥ 0                          푙 = 1,2, … 891 

We solve the above linear programming by modified simplex method existing in Sub program of DLPRS 
of IMSL library software Fortran 90. The optimized target function 2/0902488× 10  is obtained. Now by 
obtained 푎∗by the above problem and the given divisions for intervals [0,T]and [0,S], control function is calculated 
and plotted (Fig.1), then we approximate wave condition at time 휋, Y(X,휋) by piecewise constant control and 15 
prime numbers of the answers of wave equation (6)(Fig.2). 

 
 

Figure (1): Optimal control 

 
 

Figure (2): wave condition at the end of time interval 
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